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Abstract:

1. During the last decade convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have 
revolutionized the application of deep learning methods to classification 
tasks and object recognition. These procedures can capture key features 
of image data that are not easily visible to the human eye and use them 
to classify and predict outcomes with exceptional precision. 

2.  Here we show for the first time that CNNs provide highly accurate 
predictions for small-scale genetic differentiation and diversity in 
Ctenomys australis, a subterranean rodent from central Argentina. Using 
microsatellite genotypes and high-resolution satellite imagery, we 
trained a simple CNN to predict local Fst and mean allele richness. To 
identify landscape features with high impact on predicted values we 
applied species distribution models to obtain the distribution of suitable 
habitat. Subsequent use of a Machine Learning algorithm (Random 
Forest) allowed us to identify the attributes that contribute the most to 
predictions of population genetic metrics. 

3. Predictions obtained from the CNN accounted for more than 
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98\pcnt~of the variation observed  both in Fst and mean allele richness 
values. Random Forest on landscape metrics indicated that features 
involving connectivity and consistent prevalence of suitable habitat 
promoted genetic diversity and reduced genetic differentiation in C. 
australis. 

4. Validation with synthetic data via simulations of genetic differentiation 
based on the landscape structure of the study area and of a nearby area 
showed that deep learning models are able to capture complex 
relationships between actual data and synthetic data in the same 
landscape and between synthetic data generated under different 
landscapes. 

5. Our approach represents an objective and powerful approach to 
landscape genetics because it can extract information from patterns that 
are not easily identified by humans. Spatial predictions from the CNN 
may assist in the identification of areas of interest for biodiversity 
conservation and management of populations.
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One sentence summary11

Convolutional neural networks provided highly accurate predictions of genetic structure12

from high resolution satellite imagery.13

Abstract14

1. During the last decade convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have revolutionized15

the application of deep learning methods to classification tasks and object recognition.16

These procedures can capture key features of image data that are not easily visible17

to the human eye and use them to classify and predict outcomes with exceptional18

precision.19

2. Here we show for the first time that CNNs provide highly accurate predictions for20

small-scale genetic differentiation and diversity in Ctenomys austaralis, a subterranean21

rodent from central Argentina. Using microsatellite genotypes and high-resolution22

satellite imagery, we trained a simple CNN to predict local FST and mean allele rich-23

ness. To identify landscape features with high impact on predicted values we applied24
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species distribution models to obtain the distribution of suitable habitat. Subsequent25

use of a Machine Learning algorithm (Random Forest) allowed us to identify the at-26

tributes that contribute the most to predictions of population genetic metrics.27

3. Predictions obtained from the CNN accounted for more than 98% of the variation28

observed both in FST and mean allele richness values. Random Forest on landscape29

metrics indicated that features involving connectivity and consistent prevalence of30

suitable habitat promoted genetic diversity and reduced genetic differentiation in C.31

australis.32

4. Validation with synthetic data via simulations of genetic differentiation based on33

the landscape structure of the study area and of a nearby area showed that deep34

learning models are able to capture complex relationships between actual data and35

synthetic data in the same landscape and between synthetic data generated under36

different landscapes.37

5. Our approach represents an objective and powerful approach to landscape genetics38

because it can extract information from patterns that are not easily identified by39

humans. Spatial predictions from the CNN may assist in the identification of areas of40

interest for biodiversity conservation and management of populations.41

Keywords— biodiversity prediction, convolutional neural networks, coastal dunes, Cteno-42

mys australis, Deep Learning, genetic differentiation, landscape genetics, subterranean ro-43

dents.44

Introduction45

Landscape Genetics aims to explain how landscape features mold and constrain the flow46

of genes and individuals (Holderegger and Wagner, 2008). For this, the landscape is char-47

acterised using various spatial summaries which are then incorporated into statistical or48

mechanistic models aimed at explaining or predicting population genetic summaries of49

groups of individuals (Storfer et al., 2007). However, the possibility of obtaining highly50

precise predictions of population genetic traits based solely on physical attributes of the51

landscape where individuals live has not yet been achieved. Recent applications of Deep52

Learning (DL) algorithms to problems in the fields of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology53

2
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(Schrider and Kern, 2018; Ham et al., 2019) suggest that this should now be possible.54

The spatial configuration of landscapes is one of the main drivers of the movement of55

individuals and, therefore, landscape ecologists and geneticists attempt to relate different56

characterisations of the landscape to the genetic composition of populations or individuals57

grouped under varying criteria. The standard approach is to use predefined and, to a large58

extent, subjective quantitative landscape descriptors such as friction or resistance maps59

that somehow express levels of fragmentation or availability of the species’ suitable habitat60

(Peterson et al., 2019; Mapelli et al., 2020). Here we show for the first time that highly61

precise predictions of genetic diversity and differentiation can be achieved using simple DL62

algorithm based solely on a high-resolution satellite snapshot of the landscape (i.e. without63

the use of any predefined landscape descriptor).64

Recent developments in DL have made complex algorithms readily available to re-65

searchers from various disciplines interested in using neural networks to predict a large66

variety of phenomena. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), have shown great predic-67

tive power in classification and pattern recognition using image data (Gu et al., 2018).68

In CNNs, pixels which are close together are treated differently than pixels that are far69

apart, which captures fine details of the way in which a species habitat is spatially struc-70

tured (i.e. with great potential to summarise landscape features that may impact spatial71

structuring of genetic variation). It has been used successfully in population genetics to72

identify selective sweeps, inferring demographic history and recombination rates (Shee-73

han and Song, 2016; Schrider and Kern, 2018); and also in meteorology/oceanography to74

predict the occurrence of ENSO events (Ham et al., 2019).75

Predictions of spatial genetic structure from satellite images can be an invaluable tool76

for conservation of endangered species. For example, they can help identify geographic77

areas that are optimal for species reintroductions. However, DL cannot be easily used to78

identify landscape attributes that may influence population genetic structure. Neverthe-79

less, other Machine Learning methods, such as Random Forests, can be used to obtain this80

information.81

In what follows, we first illustrate the power of a CNN approach to predict spatial82

genetic diversity patterns using a small subterranean rodent as a case study. We then use83

3
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Random Forest to identify the landscape features that drive the observed patterns. In84

doing so we can literally say that we are ’putting the landscape in landscape genetics’ (c.f.85

Storfer et al., 2007).86

Materials and methods87

We use DL algorithms to predict genetic diversity and differentiation in Ctenomys australis;88

a narrowly distributed and endangered South American subterranean mammal. Subter-89

ranean rodents of the genus Ctenomys (commonly known as tuco-tucos) comprise one of90

the most diverse genera of mammals worldwide. Over 60 species are distributed through-91

out the southern cone of south America (Fig. 1A) and many are threatened (Bidau, 2005;92

Mapelli et al., 2020). They occupy sandy soils in rather simple landscapes where they build93

burrow systems that are used for shelter, dwelling, and access to food. With low dispersal94

abilities, populations and groups of individuals attain substantial levels of genetic differ-95

entiation even between nearby locations (Kittlein and Gaggiotti, 2008; Mora et al., 2010).96

Ctenomys species, and particularly C. australis, are ideal for illustrating how genetic vari-97

ation can be structured at very small spatial scales. They are restricted to burrows in a98

rather simple landscape and do not move often (Fig. 1B). All these characteristics make99

them ideal targets of landscape genetic studies.100

We assessed the ability of a CNN to predict spatial variation of genetic diversity and101

differentiation of C. australis in a 3,000 ha tract of a coastal dune landscape in southeastern102

Buenos Aires province, Argentina (Fig. 1C).103

The collection of samples for genetic analyses was carried out in Las Grutas (∼ 10 km104

south of the city of Necochea, province of Buenos Aires, Argentina; 38o 37’S - 58o50’W),105

between March 2003 and April 2005. A total of 112 individuals of the herbivorous subter-106

ranean rodent Ctenomys australis were live-trapped and a finger snip sample taken and107

preserved. All individual were released back to their burrows at the point of capture. For108

each sample individual the multilocus genotype at nine microsatellite loci was obtained as109

described in Mora et al. (2010).110

4
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Figure 1: Southern South America is home to one of the most diverse genera
of mammals. More than 60 rodent species of Ctenomys, known as tuco-tucos,
extend from southern Peru to Tierra del Fuego, occurying across diverse types
of sandy soils where they dig their underground burrow systems. (A) The distri-
bution of tuco-tucos comprises the southernmost portion of South America (red polygon).
Sampling of individuals was carried out ∼ 10 km south of Necochea, Buenos Aires province,
Argentina, in a 3.5 by 1.5 km stretch of coastal dunes. (B) A juvenile female of the herbiv-
orous subterranean rodent Ctenomys australis at the entance of its burrow system (photo
credit M. Mora). (C) Quickbird satellite image of the study area (Latitude: -38.63466,
-38.62104; Longitude: -58.87851 , -58.83692). Multilocus genotypes of 112 tuco-tucos with
active home-ranges (blue shadow) and one-hectare image sections (4 randomly sampled
yellow squares are shown) were used to integrate environmental and population-genetic
data.

Collection and pre-processing of environmental and genetic data111

The first step in our study was to randomly sample 1,000 one-hectare image sections of112

the landscape inhabited by C. australis. Two rgb image crops of the coastal landscape113

5
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including the sampling area (3.5 x 1.5 km, approx.) were downloaded in jpg format from114

GoogleEarth. The images correspond to a pansharpened Quickbird image of 2005-04-115

17 which includes the area where the genetic samples were collected and a nearby area116

used two validate the deep learning models. We defined 2 kml rectangles at Latitude:117

-38.63466 , -38.62104; Longitude: -58.87851 , -58.83692 and at Latitude: -38.66273, -118

38.64926; Longitude: -58.98031, -58.93872 and then downloaded the historical jpg image119

for that date from google earth at the maximum resolution available (Table 1). We then120

cropped the jpg image to the inner edges of the polygon lines and georeferenced them in121

R using the raster (Hijmans et al., 2015), sp (Pebesma et al., 2012), and rgdal (Bivand122

et al., 2015) packages: obtaining the rgb bands with a spatial resolution of 0.85 m.123

Table 1: Technical specification for satellite
imagery used in this paper.

DigitalGlobe 2005-04-17
Catalog ID: 10100100042DA105
Cloud Cover: 0%, Quality: 99

QB02 2005-04-17 0.0% 7.9o

Image ID: 10100100042DA100
Image Clouds: 0.0%
Image Off Nadir: 9.6o

Bands: 4-BANDS
Max GSD: 0.63m
Sun Elevation: 35.1o

Max Target Azimuth: 353.7o

Most tuco-tucos, and particularly C. australis, are solitary. Mean home-range size for124

C. australis is ∼ 1300 square-meters (Cutrera et al., 2010). A layer delimiting a radius of125

50 m around each capture point was used to sample image information. Random locations126

within this layer were sampled and used as the center of one-hectare square polygons127

including at least 6 individuals (iterated randomly until this condition was satisfied). In128

this way, one-thousand one-hectare square polygons were randomly generated using a script129

written in R.130

Using the genotypes of the individuals included in each polygon we calculated the131

mean allele diversity (MAlleles) per individual in each polygon and the genetic differen-132

tiation between each polygon and all other polygons (local-FST ). For this, we used the133

6
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basic.stats() and allelic.richness() functions of the R package Hierfstat (Goudet134

et al., 2015). Associated one-hectare sections of the landscape rgb image were stored in a135

csv file with the genetic data for training a convolutional neural network. Each one-hectare136

section was stored as a 3 channel array image of 117 by 117 pixels.137

Testing for Isolation by Distance patterns138

We first evaluated whether or not the spatial population genetics structure of C. australis139

could be described by a simple isolation by distance model. For this purpose, we applied a140

spatial principal components analysis using functions available in the R-package adegenet141

(sPCA; Jombart and Ahmed, 2011). In our analysis the sPCA yielded scores summarising142

both genetic variability and the spatial structure among focal sections of the landscape143

using Moran’s eigenvector maps (MEMs). Spatial variation is represented by a connec-144

tion network using a K-nearest neighbours approach. Global structure is evaluated by145

assessing if geographically close sections are genetically more similar than expected under146

a random spatial distribution of genetic variation. The observed test statistic (comparable147

to a r-square statistic, depicting associations of alleles to vectors in the matrix of global148

MEMs) is compared to the distribution of test statistics obtained through a Monte Carlo149

randomisation procedure using 9999 permutations (Jombart and Ahmed, 2011; Vonhof150

et al., 2016).151

Convolutional neural network152

To predict the spatial variation in genetic diversity and genetic differentiation in C. australis153

using image data we built a simple convolutional neural network (CNN) that consisted of154

3 convolutional layers, 2 pooling layers, a flatten layer, a dense layer and a linear output,155

as shown in Figure 2A. A 30% dropout was used to avoid over-fitting (see below). The156

CNN was coded in Python using keras and tensorflow. The mean squared error was157

used as loss function for fitting the CNN. The data was split into a training set (70%) and158

a validation set (30%) and the fitting procedure was run for 1000 epochs (number times159

that the learning algorithm updates model parameters) while monitoring validation loss.160

To prevent over-fitting, the procedure was stopped if no improvement was made during 50161

7
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epochs.162
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Figure 2: Convolutional neural networks provided very accurate predictions of
genetic structure and diversity at very small spatial scale in the subterranean
rodent Ctenomys australis. (A) The CNN consisted of 3 convolutional layers, the
first two followed by a pooling layer, and the third by a flatten layer (see supplementary
Material). (B) The process of training the CNN is handled by monitoring the mean squared
error between the observed and the predicted statistic. Here the process is set until no
improvement for the validation data subset is observed. (C) Fit of mean allelic richness.
(D) Fit of genetic differentiation.

Arhictecture of the Convolutional Neural Network in Python163

The CNN is simply coded with a few lines of keras code.164

model = Sequential ()165

model.add(Conv2D (24, kernel_size = 3, activation=’relu’, padding=’same’,166

input_shape = (117, 117, 3)))167

model.add(MaxPool2D ())168

model.add(Conv2D (48, kernel_size = 3, activation=’relu’, padding=’same’))169

model.add(MaxPool2D(padding=’same’))170

model.add(Conv2D (64, kernel_size = 3, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’))171

model.add(Flatten ())172

model.add(Dropout (0.3))173

model.add(Dense (256, activation=’relu’))174

model.add(Dense(1, activation=’linear ’))175

A CNN can be built by alternating 2D convolutional layers with other types of layers176

8
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to produce an output layer with appropriate dimensions that allow the contrast with the177

nature and dimension of the data to be predicted. Convolutional layers (Conv2D) process178

image values using filters that summarise the spatial relations of pixel values into feature179

maps that highlights spatial patterns from patches of pixels in image data. This process is180

called convolution and is implemented by matrix multiplication. Image data is processed181

by filters of a given size (3 x 3 filters in our example) with weight values arranged in182

different ways. The dimension of the filters and the values of the weights highlight spatial183

patterns present in image data. The output is scaled by the type of activation used (in our184

code above, the relu activation outputs only positive values).185

In our example the input is a 1-ha section of the study area satellite image (117 x 117186

pixels in red green and blue channels) that is processed yielding 24, 48 and 64 feature maps187

that results from filters of 3 x 3 pixels, alternating with a pooled layer by the maximum188

value of each filter (results in downsampled or pooled feature maps that highlight the most189

present feature). A flatten layer then arranges the feature maps to a single dimensional190

layer that is passed to the fully connected layer (Dense) after putting 30% of its values191

to zero (Dropout layer that regularises the process reducing overfitting). The final Dense192

layer has one output value for each input that is contrasted against observations to fit193

the model. A good description with instructive visualisations can be reached at https:194

//methodsblog.com/2019/11/13/understanding-deep-learning/; for a recent reference in195

this area see Norouzzadeh et al. (2021).196

CNN Validation197

The standard procedure to validate a neural network is to determine how accurate198

the trained model predicts the validation set, which in our case consists of 300 images199

and their corresponding population genetics summary statistics (mean allele diversity and200

local FST ). However, in this study we carried out two additional validation procedures201

consisting on the use of augmented data and a simulation study where synthetic data were202

obtained by first generating cost-distance matrices from the satellite image tracts and then203

using a landscape genetic simulator to generate synthetic genetic data. We explain these204

two additional strategies below.205
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Data augmentation206

To demonstrate that the CNN can identify relevant landscape features regardless of their207

orientation or position, we applied data augmentation to the image training data ran-208

domly shifting up to 30% of the image both vertically and horizontally , and also rotating209

randomly up to 30 degrees. This provides a new set of images that we used to train210

the CNN (no original image was used for training). We then applied the trained model211

to the validation set consisting of images that were not used for data augmentation and212

evaluated the ability of the CNN to predict observed genetic structure. We used the213

ImageDataGenerator() function in keras. Fig. 3 shows an example of this procedure.214

Figure 3: Augmented images. The first image in each row shows the original image. The 4
additional images of each rows show augmented images that were generated by randomly
shifting and rotating the original image.

Simulation Study215

The standard procedure to validate statistical methods in population genetics is to apply216

the method to synthetic data generated using a simulation program. In our case, this217

involves generating genetic data for each landscape section and then evaluating the accu-218

racy of the CNN model predictions of population genetic structure. No population genetic219

simulator can take satellite images as input so we first had to transform the images into220

landscape data describing habitat suitability and physical connectivity between habitat221
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patches. This necessarily leads to a substantial loss of the landscape information con-222

tained in an image, which in turn leads to the generation of synthetic genetic data that do223

not fully correspond to the satellite image. Nevertheless, some of the image information224

should be transferred to the input file describing landscape attributes and should drive the225

spatial patterns observed in the simulated genetic data.226

The synthetic genetic data was simulated using the program CDPOP (Landguth and227

Cushman, 2010). CDPOP is a spatially explicit, individual-based landscape genetic model,228

where the processes of birth, death, dispersal and mating of individuals can be simulated229

in complex landscapes through time. The program models genetic exchange among indi-230

viduals as probabilistic functions of movement cost among individuals’ locations. These231

probabilities can be approximated from a layer of resistance to movement between the232

spatial coordinates of individuals based on characteristics of the habitat where the species233

lives.234

In a first step, we used the occurrence coordinates of tuco-tucos and the layer of suit-235

able habitat obtained with maxent (Phillips and Dudík, 2008, see below) to approximate236

the probabilities of individuals’ movement between habitat patches. The spatial layer of237

suitability values was transformed into a layer of movement cost using the the mean suit-238

ability value of the 16 neighbours of focal pixels (R package gDistance; van Etten, 2017).239

Then we calculated a matrix of least cost path distances between the coordinates of indi-240

viduals using the function shortestPath() and lineLength() in package SDraw (McDonald241

and McDonald, 2020). This procedure yields a distance matrix similar to a matrix of geo-242

graphic distances, except that for nearby points separated by patches of unsuitable habitat,243

pairwise distances are increased because the paths between these locations circumvent un-244

suitable patches (Figure S2). This cost-distance matrix is used by CDPOP to calculate the245

probability of gene flow between locations using movement functions to describe how the246

probability decreases with distance. We used a negative exponential (p = A×10−B×d; with247

A=1 and B=0.01, which reduces probability [p] to extremely low values for cost distances248

[d] above 500 m). To model the temporal evolution of gene flow with CDPOP, we chose249

demographic and genetic parameters to match as closely as possible known features of the250

population biology of Ctenomys australis (see supplementary Material Table S1).251
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The first 20 generations of each replicate run did not allow for gene flow to let the demo-252

graphics settle down. These were followed by 40 generations with gene flow during which253

we monitored changes in FST through time. The multilocus genotypes where sampled one254

generation after the local-FST reached observed values in the real dataset. We predicted255

genetic differentiation to this new set of genetic data using the CNN model fitted with real256

genotype data. We did not expect these predictions to have a close match with synthetic257

data; firstly because it is likely that the process of gene flow modelled with CDPOP does258

not mimic all the complexities of the actual recent microevolution of the species in its259

landscape habitat; and secondly because the actual gene flow between tuco-tucos’ habitat260

patches is likely influenced by other landscape features not considered in the friction layer261

used to obtain the synthetic genetic data. Neither the complexities of the process nor the262

constrains imposed by the landscape are fully incorporated in the simulations.263

We employed two different validation strategies. In the first one, the CDPOP simula-264

tions were based on the above-described maxent approximation to the landscape structure265

of our study area (Area 1 in Figure S1), and considered a total of 112 individuals and 9266

loci. Individuals were placed in the actual geographic coordinates. We sampled the 112267

genotypes and then evaluated the accuracy of the CNN model trained on the real genetic268

data and satellite image to predict the genetic structure of this simulated data.269

The second type of validation was based on the landscape structure of our study area,270

but now considered a total of 1000 individuals and 100 loci. Individuals were randomly271

placed in the landscape using suitability values as probabilities of occurrence. This yielded272

a spatial distribution resembling that of tuco-tucos; with suitable patches having many273

clustered individuals and with a few scattered individuals located in less suitable areas.274

We then obtained the cost distance matrix and simulated gene flow as described above.275

To generate a dataset similar to the real one, we obtained a sample of individuals and loci276

that matched the numbers in our actual samples. We trained the CNN with this synthetic277

dataset and then transferred what the CNN learned to a nearby area for which we didn’t278

have genetic samples (8 km to the west of our study site, Area 2 in Figure S1). We used the279

same procedure as before to derive a movement cost layer for CDPOP that corresponded to280

this new area and run CDPOP simulations with the same parameter values and sampling281

12
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procedure as described above to obtain a new synthetic dataset and then predicted Fst282

values with the CNN trained with synthetic data generated for the study area.283

We use local-FST as a validation metric since we believe the conditions that limit the284

dispersal of individuals and genetic exchange can be more directly approximated through285

the distribution of habitat suitability and that its signature is better represented in satellite286

imagery than metrics related to genetic diversity. At this stage, we did not identify any287

straightforward link with genetic diversity that can be easily quantified in the information288

available in satellite imagery. We recognise, however, that there are many other subtle289

details of the landscape that cost-distance matrices do not incorporate and that surely290

have unaccounted effects on local isolation and influenced gene flow between neighbouring291

sites.292

Distribution of suitable habitat, landscape metrics and Random Forest model293

Although deep learning methods have great predictive power, it is difficult to accurately294

identifying which variables or traits are the drivers of their great predictive capabilities.295

To overcome this limitation, we estimated the distribution of suitable habitat for tuco-296

tucos in the area using species distribution models with Maxent (Phillips et al., 2017). We297

then summarised the spatial configuration of patches of suitable habitat with a set of 65298

landscape metrics (that measure variation in shape, area, connectivity, etc.; see Table S2)299

and selected a subset that was free of multicollinearity to carry out a Random Forest300

analysis.301

We used the occurrence coordinates of tuco-tucos and the 3-channel-image to estimate302

the distribution of suitable habitat in the area using the function maxent() in the R-package303

dismo (Hijmans et al., 2017). A binary layer of suitable habitat was obtained using the304

kappa statistic as threshold to set apart pixels of suitable habitat (Hijmans et al., 2017).305

Using the layer of suitable habitat, we calculated landscape metrics for each one-hectare306

square using functions in package landscapemetrics (Hesselbarth et al., 2019, see Table307

S2). To simplify the interpretation of the analysis and avoid redundancy in the set of308

landscape metrics used as predictors of the genetic indexes, we removed those variables309

with a linear correlation above 0.8, using the function findCorrelation() in the R package310
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caret.311

The resulting uncorrelated subset included the following landscape metrics: area_mn,312

area_sd, cai_cv, circle_mn, circle_sd, cohesion, contig_cv, contig_sd, dcad ,313

dcore_cv, enn_cv, enn_mn, frac_sd, gyrate_cv, lpi , mutinf, pafrac, shape_cv,314

shape_mn.315

We fitted a Random Forest model using the landscape metrics as predictors and FST316

or MAlleles as response. A subset of 30% of the data was left out for validation. The317

function RandomForestRegressor() from the python package scikit-learn was used to318

fit the model using the mean squared error between the predicted and the observed response319

as loss function.320

Random Forest models allow for the evaluation of the way in which predictors con-321

tribute to the prediction of the response variable. We used Shapley values to estimate the322

relative contribution of predictors and to visualize relationships for model interpretation323

(García and Aznarte, 2020). The functions shap.TreeExplainer() and shap.summary_plot()324

from the phyton package shap (see Lundberg et al., 2020) were used to calculate and plot325

shapley values.326

Results327

The distribution of focal FST values, depicting small-scale genetic differentiation in tuco-328

tucos (Fig. 4A), reflects the low mobility of these animals. FST values observed for other329

mammalian species at spatial scale of several square kilometres (mean±sd 0.11±0.008;330

Lawrence et al., 2019), are recorded on a spatial scale of only a few hectares (Fig. 4A).331

The results of the isolation by distance analysis showed that distance cannot account for332

genetic differentiation in tuco-tucos (tests for global structure using Moran’s eigenvector333

maps; Fig. 4B; r2=0.26; P=0.22). Genetic diversity, expressed by the mean number of334

alleles per individual was rather low as compared with other mammalian species (mean±sd335

3.08±0.72; Lawrence et al., 2019).336

The proportion of the variation in mean allele richness and genetic differentiation (FST )337

explained by the CNN were both surprisingly high, above 98% (Fig. 2C-D), an unexpected338

outcome that suggests great promise for the application of these algorithms in landscape339
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Figure 4: A. Distribution of focal FST values in the study area. B. Isolation by distance of
pairwise FST values; regression relationship is shown by the dotted line. C. Distribution
of mean allele number per individual.

genetics. To evaluate to which extent the CNN could be used to predict outcomes in a340

landscape that differs from that on which it is trained, we next trained the CNN using 1ha341

sections that were modified (augmented) by rotating and displacing the original images342

and validated it with the remaining 30% 1ha images used in the first analysis. Even with343

augmented data the r2 was ∼ 0.8 (see Supplementary material).344

Some straightforward transfers of the fitted CNN are the ability to extrapolate to other345

ranges beyond those used for training and validation of the model (Fig. 5). In the case of346

the sand dune tuco-tuco, continuous areas with low plant cover support greater mean allelic347

richness (Fig. 5A) and transitional areas from low to high plant cover or tree plantations348

are more genetically differentiated (Fig. 5B).349

The ability of the CNN to predict genetic differentiation with synthetic data was rel-350

atively good and rather unexpected when transferring what the CNN learned with actual351

data to synthetic data in the same landscape context. Here, using the same landscape352

scenario but with synthetic genetic data brought about from a demographic process that353

surely simplifies actual microevolutionary dynamics of tuco-tucos we obtained an unex-354

pected close match (r2=0.61, Fig. 6A). A close match was also obtained when transferring355

the same demography to a different landscape context. Here, after fitting a new CNN356

model to simulated data in the study area, we predicted genetic differentiation to sim-357

ulated data in this new area using image information previously unknown to the CNN358

(r2=0.57, Fig. 6B).359
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Figure 5: Convolutional neural networks are able to integrate complex features
of the lanscape for predicting population genetic characteristics. (A) Spatial pre-
diction of Allele richness (higher richness along continuous sparsely vegetated dune habitats
is observed). (B) Spatial prediction of genetic differentiation (greater differentiation at the
border of the landscape or at transitions between habitat types is observed).

As stated before, despite their predictive power, DL methods cannot clearly identify the360

specific landscape attributes that drive genetic structuring of natural populations. Thus,361

we used a different machine learning approach, Random Forests, to identify landscape362

attributes underlying observed spatial genetic diversity patterns (see above). The results363

showed great prediction accuracy, with above 96% of variation explained for genetic diver-364

sity and differentiation in C. australis. Although not having as high a prediction accuracy365

as that of CNNs, RF models are able to provide insight into which and to what extent366

traits/variables contribute to the prediction (via Shapley values, Nandlall and Millard,367

2019; García and Aznarte, 2020, Fig. 7).368

Predicted values for mean allele richness were mainly driven by three landscape features369

(Fig. 7C). Variation in patch shape (Fig. 7D) and mean distance to neighbor patches370

(Fig. 7E) impacted negatively upon mean allelic richness, while patch cohesion had a371

positive impact (Fig. 7F). Overall, those features involving connectivity and consistent372

prevalence of suitable habitat were associated to higher genetic diversity. The predictive373

power of landscape metrics on genetic differentiation was less clear, with many landscape374
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Figure 6: A. Predictions made by the CNN model fitted with actual data to Fst values from
synthetic data obtained with CDPOP using the same coordinates of tuco-tucos sampled
in the study area and demographic parameters trying to depict as close as possible those
of Ctenomys australis. B. Predictions of synthetic Fst values from synthetic data obtained
with CDPOP in a new area ∼ 8 km west of the study area from a CNN model fitted to
synthetic data generated using CDPOP in the landscape of the study area.

features having a limited contribution to predicted FST values (Fig. 7G). The two most375

important metrics describe the compactness of the patches within a 1ha plot in terms of its376

mean and standard deviation (Figs. 7H and 7I). The less compact the habitat patches are377

and the lower the variation in compactness across them, the stronger the local FST because378

the individuals are likely to be more isolated, increasing the strength of genetic drift in379

that particular landscape section. The third most important predictor is the variation380

in nearest neighbour distance across patches (Fig. 7J), with increasing local FST as this381

variation increases. Therefore,the higher the variation in habitat patch connectivity within382
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a landscape section, the stronger the effect of genetic drift.383

Figure 7: The spatial configuration of suitable habitat as summarized by sev-
eral landscape metrics were used to interpret how landscape features impact
on genetic diversity and differentiation in the subterranean rodent Ctenomys
australis. (A) Estimation of the spatial arrangement of suitable habitat (red) derived
using Maxent. (B) A subset of one-hectare sections of coastal dune landscape showing
the distribution of patches of suitable habitat (red). Sections are characterized by different
landscape metrics (see Supplementary material) having varying impact on genetic diversity
and differentiation. (C) Random Forest model for mean allele richness and feature impor-
tance of landscape metrics with positive (red) and negative (blue) impact on the predicted
response. (D to F) Relationship between the tree most important landscape features and
SHAP values in Random Forest models for Mean Allele diversity. (G) Random Forest
model for genetic differentiation (Fst) and Feature importance of landscape metrics with
positive (red) and negative (blue) impact on the response. (H to J) Relationship between
the three most important landscape features and SHAP values in Random Forest model
for genetic differentiation (Fst). The color of the points in D–F and H–J represents the
variation in the scale of the response variable from low values (in blue) to high values (in
red).

Discussion384

This study provides a blueprint for the application of Machine Learning (ML) techniques385

and satellite imagery in landscape genetics. Our approach includes several steps, which386

also involve well established landscape ecology approaches such as Species Distribution387

Models. Briefly, we used satellite imagery and population genetics data to train a CNN388
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that predicts spatial patterns of genetic variation with great accuracy. Then, in order389

to identify the landscape features driving this high predictive power, we applied SDM to390

obtain maps with the spatial arrangement of suitable habitat and used landscape metrics391

to summarise their landscape-level attributes. Subsequent use of Random Forest regression392

allowed us to identify those attributes that best explained the observed spatial patterns.393

The two machine learning techniques we used are complementary; CNNs allow us to predict394

the spatial genetic structure that a particular landscape could maintain simply from a395

satellite image. On the other hand, RFs can uncover complex non-linear effects of particular396

landscape features on the structuring of genetic variation.397

Our results indicate that this new combined ML strategy represents an more objective398

and powerful approach to landscape genetics than the traditional use of predefined and399

fairly subjective environmental friction maps. Moreover, they also lead to much higher400

predictive accuracy as they can extract information from patterns that are not easily401

identified by humans. In the case of CNNs, all the information contained in a landscape is402

used to predict genetic structuring while in the case of RFs, we can use an arbitrarily large403

number of metrics that may interact in nonlinear ways to infer the mechanisms responsible404

for the observed spatial patterns of genetic variation.405

We used three different strategies to evaluate the accuracy of CNNs for prediction of406

spatial genetic structure. The first one consists of the standard approach used in Machine407

Learning, namely the use of a validation set consisting in our case of satellite images and408

the observed values of population genetics summary statistics corresponding to the area409

covered by the image, which are different from the training data. Another strategy was to410

use data augmentation to generate modified images of the studied area in order to change411

the orientation and location of the landscape features contained in the images to demon-412

strate that the high predictive power of CNNs was not due to overfitting. Finally, we413

also implemented a validation strategy based on simulations, which is traditionally used414

in population genetics to validate statistical methods. Implementing this last approach415

was very challenging because there are no simulators that can take satellite images as in-416

put. Therefore, we used niche modelling to generate habitat suitability maps from which417

we obtained cost distance matrices that were used by the CDPOP to carry out individual418
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based simulations. This procedure necessarily leads to a substantial loss of the information419

present in the satellite images. The fact that, although still high, the predictive power of420

the CNN using this validation method was lower than that of the two other validation ap-421

proaches suggests that friction or cost-distance maps do not completely capture the details422

of how some particular features of the landscape drive population genetic structure. This423

in turn highlights the need for further development of simulation techniques to incorporate424

the subtle details of the landscape that a satellite image contains. This would provide not425

only a tool for more comprehensible validations of deep learning approaches for population426

genetics applications but also for shedding new light on mechanistic details of how a species427

perceives its habitat. Some additions to recent software developments could contribute to428

complete this toolbox in the near future (Rebaudo et al., 2013; Terasaki Hart et al., 2021).429

Importantly, our approach could be used to address pressing problems in conservation430

biology, such as identifying appropriate areas for endangered species re-introduction ef-431

forts. A very recent habitat suitability analysis to inform species re-introductions propose432

the combination of SDM approaches based on anthropogenic and ecological variables and433

population density estimates (Martínez-Meyer et al., 2021) that provide a proxy for habitat434

quality. Here, we propose that spatial genetic structure predicted from satellite imagery by435

Deep Learning represents a very valuable measure of habitat suitability for re-introductions436

because areas that can sustain high genetic diversity are likely to also improve a species437

resilience to future perturbations. It can also prove extremely useful for the management438

of wild species in habitats impacted by human activities.439

The species we chose to exemplify the power of DL for landscape genetics studies has440

a very limited dispersal ability so we could focus on very small-scale patterns in genetic441

variation. Species with higher dispersal ability will need to be studied at larger spatial442

scales but the power of DL approaches should remain the same. Further developments in443

machine learning will eventually allow a better interpretation of DL algorithms to quantify444

the way they perceive nature (Azodi et al., 2020) so we expect rapid progress in the adop-445

tion of machine learning, and DL in particular, by molecular ecologists and conservation446

scientists.447
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Supplementary Information

Processing of genetic and image data

To integrate image and genetic data a script in R handled microstatellite data and ge-
ographic coordinates to obtain summary statitics of genetic data and the corresponding
image data for one-hectare sections of the landscape. Two summary statistics were ob-
tained, the mean number of alleles per individual (mAlleles) and a measure of genetic
differentiation of the individuales included in the one-hectare sections with respect of the
rest of individuals in the sample (FST ). Data on the genetic summaries and associated
image data were saved to a .csv file for predicting genetic data from image data using Deep
Learning algorithms.
library(raster)
library(dismo)
library(rgdal)
library(hierfstat)
library(pegas)
library(rgeos)
library(data.table)
library(readr)
library(jpeg)

ll="+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84 +no_defs +ellps=WGS84 +towgs84 =0,0,0"
utm="+proj=utm +zone =21 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs +ellps=WGS84 +

towgs84 =0,0,0"

img1 <- readJPEG("area.jpg")

red1=raster (255*img1[,,1])
green1=raster (255*img1[,,2])
blue1=raster (255*img1[,,3])

area=stack(list(red1 , green1 , blue1))
proj4string(area)=ll
extent(area)=extent(readOGR("area.kml"))

Rast=projectRaster(area , crs=utm , method="ngb")

australis=read.structure("micros.Stru", n.ind=112, n.loc=9, onerowperind=T,
col.lab=1, col.pop=2, col.others = c(3,4), row.marknames=1, NA.char="

-9", ask=F)

dfAus=genind2df(australis)
dfAus [ ,2:10]=as.integer(unlist(dfAus [ ,2:10]))

tucos = as.data.frame(australis$other)

colnames(tucos)=c("Long", "Lat")
tucos$Long=type.convert(as.character(tucos$Long))
tucos$Lat=type.convert(as.character(tucos$Lat))
coordinates(tucos)=c("Long", "Lat")

proj4string(tucos)=ll
tucos=spTransform(tucos , proj4string(Rast))

extP=extent(c(xmin =336501.5 , xmax =340091.5 , ymin = -4277834 , ymax = -4276415))
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Rast=crop(Rast , y=extP)

D=distanceFromPoints(Rast , tucos)
indi=which(D[]<50)
D[]=NA
D[indi ]=1
np=data.frame(randomPoints(D, n=1000))
coordinates(np)=c("x", "y")
proj4string(np)=proj4string(Rast)

for(j in 1:1000){
incluidos =1

while(length(incluidos) <=6){
polyG = gBuffer(np[sample (1:1000 , size =1)], width =50, capStyle = "
SQUARE" )
incluidos=which(is.na(over(tucos , polyG))==F)

}

img=crop(Rast , y=polyG)

dfAus$pop=2
dfAus$pop[incluidos ]=1

Fst=basic.stats(dfAus)$overall["Fst"]
NumAle=sum(allelic.richness(dfAus[incluidos ,])$Ar)

GeneImageData=data.frame(t(c(length(incluidos), Fst , NumAle , img [])))

write_csv(GeneImageData , "giData.csv", append = TRUE)
}

This script saves a csv file (giData.csv) with the number of individuals sampled in each
one-hectare square, the number of alleles in each square, the FST index, and the rgb pixel
values for each section of one-hectare squares of the image. The mean number of alleles
per individual (mAlleles) is obtained by dividing the number of alleles by the number of
individuals.

Prediction of genetic indexes from image data

To explain the spatial variation in genetic diversity and genetic differentiation in C. aus-
tralis using image data we built a simple convolutional neural network (CNN) that con-
sisted of 3 convolutional layers, 2 pooling layers, a flatten layer, a dense layer and a linear
output. A 30% dropout was used to avoid over-fitting (see code). The CNN was coded in
Python using keras and tensorflow. The mean squared error was used as loss for fitting the
CNN. The data was split in a training set (70%) and a validation set (30%) and the fitting
procedure was run for 1000 epochs monitoring the validation loss and recording the model
at each improvement of the validation loss. To prevent over-fitting if no improvement was
made during 50 epochs the procedure was stopped.

Python code for trainning the Convolutional Neural Network

import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from sklearn.metrics import *
from keras.utils.np_utils import to_categorical
from keras.models import Sequential , load_model
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from keras.layers import Dense , Dropout , Flatten , Conv2D , MaxPool2D ,
BatchNormalization

from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator
from keras.callbacks import EarlyStopping , ReduceLROnPlateau ,

LearningRateScheduler , ModelCheckpoint
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import tensorflow as tf
from keras.optimizers import Adam

train = pd.read_csv("giData.csv", header=None)

# Fst values to Y_train
Y_train = train [[1]]

# predictors in columns 4 to 41070
X_train = train.drop(train.columns [[ range (3)]], axis = 1)
X_train = X_train / 255.0
X_train = X_train.values.reshape (-1,117,117,3, order="F")

# custom R2-score metrics from keras backend
from keras import backend as K

def r2_keras(y_true , y_pred):
SS_res = K.sum(K.square(y_true - y_pred))
SS_tot = K.sum(K.square(y_true - K.mean(y_true)))
return ( 1 - SS_res /( SS_tot + K.epsilon ()) )

# Buil model
model = Sequential ()
model.add(Conv2D (64, kernel_size = ks , activation=’relu’, padding=’same’,

input_shape = (117, 117, 3)))
model.add(MaxPool2D ())
model.add(Conv2D (24, kernel_size = 3, activation=’relu’, padding=’same’))
model.add(MaxPool2D(padding=’same’))
model.add(Conv2D (48, kernel_size = 3, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’))
model.add(MaxPool2D(padding=’same’))
model.add(Conv2D (64, kernel_size = 3, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’))
model.add(Flatten ())
model.add(Dropout (0.3))
model.add(Dense (256, activation=’relu’))
model.add(Dense(1, activation=’linear ’)))

opt =Adam(lr =0.001)
model.compile(optimizer=opt , loss="mean_squared_error", metrics =[ r2_keras ])

lr_reducer = LearningRateScheduler(lambda x: 0.001 * 0.995 ** x)
EarLY=EarlyStopping(monitor=’val_loss ’, mode=’min’, min_delta=0, patience

=50, verbose=0, restore_best_weights=True)

filepath = ’modelFst_.h5’
checkpoint = ModelCheckpoint(filepath , monitor=’val_loss ’, mode=’min’,

verbose=1, save_best_only=True)

epochs = 1000

history = model.fit(X_train , Y_train , epochs = epochs , validation_split =
0.3, batch_size =100, callbacks =[ lr_reducer , EarLY , checkpoint ])

Prediction of genetic indexes from image data using this code yielded r2 values above
0.99 for mAlleles and above 0.98 for FST .
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Fit with data augmentation

In order to get predictions that would perform better with data beyond those used in
training we used data augmentation with keras ImageDataGenerator() by rotating and
vertically and horizontally shifting the original images. This allows the neural network
to learn patterns useful in predicting the response under a larger variety of conditions
increasing its ability to generalize.

The code was modified to use this generator for the training set and leaving the vali-
dation set without augmentation.
datagen = ImageDataGenerator(rotation_range =30, width_shift_range =0.3,

height_shift_range =0.3, validation_split =0.3)

Vdatagen = ImageDataGenerator ()

bs=100

aigen=datagen.flow(X_train , Y_train , batch_size=bs)
Vaigen=Vdatagen.flow(X_train , Y_train , batch_size=bs)

tsteps = X_train.shape [0]*0.7/ bs
vsteps = X_train.shape [0]*0.3/ bs

history = model.fit(aigen , epochs = epochs , validation_data = Vaigen ,
verbose=1, steps_per_epoch = tsteps , validation_steps=vsteps , callbacks
=[lr_reducer , EarLY , checkpoint ])

This procedure yielded r2 values ∼ 0.8 for both mAlleles and FST .

Validation of CNN models using simulation software

We obtained synthetic genotype data simulating the microevolutionary dynamics of indi-
viduals in a landscape with demographic and movement characteristics trying to resemble
as much as possible those known for Ctenomys australis. For this we use the program CD-
POP (Landguth and Cushman, 2010) which models genetic exchange among individuals
as probabilistic functions of movement cost among individuals’ locations. These proba-
bilities can be approximated from a layer of resistance to movement between the spatial
coordinates of individuals based on characteristics of the habitat where the species lives
and the processes of birth, death, dispersal and mating of individuals can be simulated in
complex landscapes through time.

To translate the landscape characteristics contained in the information of the satellite
image we used the habitat suitability layer obtained with maxent and transformed it into
a layer of movement cost using the the mean suitability value of the 16 neighbours of focal
pixels (R package gDistance; van Etten, 2017). Then a matrix of least cost path distances
between the coordinates of individuals was obtained using the function shortestPath() and
lineLength() in package SDraw (McDonald and McDonald, 2020). This yields a distance
matrix similar to a matrix of geographic distances, except that for nearby points sepa-
rated by patches of unsuitable habitat, pairwise distances are increased because the paths
between these locations circumvent unsuitable patches. An example of the constrains im-
posed by the landscape to the movement of individuals is shown in Figure S2 where least
cost path lines are demarcated around patches of grasslands, tree plantations or rocky
outcrops that are considered as unsuitable environments for tuco-tucos.

R code to obtain the cost distance matrix
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library(gdistance)
library(SDraw)

Suitable=raster("Suitable.tif")

ft=function(x)mean(x)
cost=transition(x=Suitable , transitionFunction = ft , directions =16)

costDis=matrix(0, length(xytucos),length(xytucos))

for(j in 1: length(xytucos)){
shp=shortestPath(x=cost , origin=coordinates(xytucos)[j,],

goal=coordinates(xytucos)[-j,], output="SpatialLines")
costDis[j,-j]= lineLength(shp , byid=T)

}

Figure S1: Two different landscapes were used during the simulation with CPOP. The first
included only the Sample Area (Area1) and the actual coordinates of sampled individuals.
The second (Area2), corresponds to a nearby area for which we did not have genetic samples
(8 km to the west of our study site. The characteristics of the landscape in this area were
used in CDPOP to obtain genotypes and predict Fst values with a CNN trained in Area
1.

This cost-distance matrix is used by CDPOP to calculate the probability of gene flow
between locations using movement functions to describe how the probability decreases
with distance. We used a negative exponential (p = A× 10−B×d; with A=1 and B=0.01,
which reduces probability [p] to extremely low values for cost distances [d] above 500 m).
To model the temporal evolution of gene flow with CDPOP, we chose demographic and
genetic parameters to match as closely as possible known features of the population biology
of Ctenomys australis (see Table S1).

We employed two different validation strategies. In the first one, the CDPOP simula-
tions were based on the above-described maxent approximation to the landscape structure
of our study area (Area 1 in Figure S1), and considered a total of 112 individuals and 9
loci. Individuals were placed in the actual geographic coordinates. We sampled the 112
genotypes and then evaluated the accuracy of the CNN model trained on the real genetic
data and satellite image to predict the genetic structure of this simulated data.

The second type of validation was based on the landscape structure of our study area,
but now considered a total of 1000 individuals and 100 loci. Individuals were randomly
placed in the landscape using suitability values as probabilities of occurrence. This yielded
a spatial distribution resembling that of tuco-tucos; with suitable patches having many
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Figure S2: Least cost paths (blue lines) between tuco-tucos’ locations (+) used to represent
the effect of the landscape on gene flow during simulation of genetic exchange with CDPOP.
Light red areas depict the distribution of suitable habitat obtained with maxent.

Table S1: Demographic parameters used during the validation runs with CDPOP.

Age class
0 1 2 3

Male Mortality 20 30 10 100
Female Mortality 20 10 20 100
Mean Fecundity 1 4 4 4
Std Fecundity 1 1 1 1
Male Maturation 0 30 100 100
Female Maturation 0 100 100 100

clustered individuals and with a few scattered individuals located in less suitable areas.
We then obtained the cost distance matrix and simulated gene flow as described above. To
generate a dataset similar to the real one, we obtained a sample of individuals and loci that
matched the numbers in our actual samples. We trained a CNN with the same structure
with this synthetic dataset and then transferred what the CNN learned to a nearby area
for which we didn’t have genetic samples (8 km to the west of our study site, Area 2 in
Figure S1). In this new area used the same procedure as before to derive a movement cost
layer for CDPOP that corresponded to this new area and run CDPOP simulations with
the same parameters values and sampling procedure as described above to obtain a new
synthetic dataset and then predicted Fst values with the CNN trained with synthetic data
in the previous area.

Random Forest and Landscape Metrics to understand fit to genetic indexes

Because the predictive power of deep learning models is somewhat dampened by the im-
possibility or difficulty in accurately identifying which variables or traits are the drivers
of the great predictive capabilities they show, We estimated the distribution of suitable
habitat for tuco-tucos in the area using species distribution models using Maxent and sum-
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marizing the distribution of patches of suitable habitat with a set of 65 landscape metrics
(that measure variation in shape, area, connectivity, etc., see Table S2) and selected a
subset that was free of multicollinearity to carry out a Random Forest analysis.

R code to estimate the distribution of suitable area

The rgb image Rast together with geographical coordinates of tuco-tucos tucos obtained
during the preprocessing of data were used to obtain a raster layer of suitable habitat for
tuco-tucos in the study area.
D=distanceFromPoints(Rast , tucos)
# bg points at d from presence points >50 m and <300m
indi=which(D[]>50 & D[] <300)
D[]=NA
D[indi ]=1
bg=data.frame(randomPoints(D, n=1000))
coordinates(bg)=c("x", "y")
proj4string(bg)=proj4string(Rast)

modelHabitat = maxent(x=Rast , p=tucos , a=bg)

# threshold for binary layer
e = evaluate(p=tucos , a=bg, model=modelHabitat , x=Rast)
threshold(e)$kappa

pred=predict(modelHabitat , Rast)

Suitable=pred >threshold(e)$kappa
writeRaster(Suitable , "Suitable.tif", format="GTiff")

The geotiff file Suitable.tif is then used to obtain landscape metrics for patches of
suitable habitat for the one-hectare squares previously used for training the Convolutional
Neural Network.

For example for a one-hectare section delimited by x coordinates from 339680.13 to
339780.13 and y coordinates from -4276704 to -4276604

R code to obtain Landscape Metrics of suitable habitat

library(landscapemetrics)

Suitable=raster("Suitable.tif")

MetricsLandscape=function(landscape){
df[1, 1] =lsm_l_ai(landscape)$value
df[1, 2] =lsm_l_area_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 3] =lsm_l_area_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 4] =lsm_l_area_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 5] =lsm_l_cai_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 6] =lsm_l_cai_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 7] =lsm_l_cai_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 8] =lsm_l_circle_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 9] =lsm_l_circle_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 10] =lsm_l_circle_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 11] =lsm_l_cohesion(landscape)$value
df[1, 12] =lsm_l_condent(landscape)$value
df[1, 13] =lsm_l_contag(landscape)$value
df[1, 14] =lsm_l_contig_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 15] =lsm_l_contig_mn(landscape)$value
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df[1, 16] =lsm_l_contig_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 17] =lsm_l_core_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 18] =lsm_l_core_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 19] =lsm_l_core_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 20] =lsm_l_dcad(landscape)$value
df[1, 21] =lsm_l_dcore_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 22] =lsm_l_dcore_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 23] =lsm_l_dcore_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 24] =lsm_l_division(landscape)$value
df[1, 25] =lsm_l_ed(landscape)$value
df[1, 26] =lsm_l_enn_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 27] =lsm_l_enn_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 28] =lsm_l_enn_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 29] =lsm_l_ent(landscape)$value
df[1, 30] =lsm_l_frac_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 31] =lsm_l_frac_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 32] =lsm_l_frac_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 33] =lsm_l_gyrate_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 34] =lsm_l_gyrate_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 35] =lsm_l_gyrate_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 36] =lsm_l_iji(landscape)$value
df[1, 37] =lsm_l_joinent(landscape)$value
df[1, 38] =lsm_l_lpi(landscape)$value
df[1, 39] =lsm_l_lsi(landscape)$value
df[1, 40] =lsm_l_mesh(landscape)$value
df[1, 41] =lsm_l_msidi(landscape)$value
df[1, 42] =lsm_l_msiei(landscape)$value
df[1, 43] =lsm_l_mutinf(landscape)$value
df[1, 44] =lsm_l_ndca(landscape)$value
df[1, 45] =lsm_l_np(landscape)$value
df[1, 46] =lsm_l_pafrac(landscape)$value
df[1, 47] =lsm_l_para_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 48] =lsm_l_para_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 49] =lsm_l_para_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 50] =lsm_l_pd(landscape)$value
df[1, 51] =lsm_l_pladj(landscape)$value
df[1, 52] =lsm_l_pr(landscape)$value
df[1, 53] =lsm_l_prd(landscape)$value
df[1, 54] =lsm_l_rpr(landscape)$value
df[1, 55] =lsm_l_shape_cv(landscape)$value
df[1, 56] =lsm_l_shape_mn(landscape)$value
df[1, 57] =lsm_l_shape_sd(landscape)$value
df[1, 58] =lsm_l_shdi(landscape)$value
df[1, 59] =lsm_l_shei(landscape)$value
df[1, 60] =lsm_l_sidi(landscape)$value
df[1, 61] =lsm_l_siei(landscape)$value
df[1, 62] =lsm_l_split(landscape)$value
df[1, 63] =lsm_l_ta(landscape)$value
df[1, 64] =lsm_l_tca(landscape)$value
df[1, 65] =lsm_l_te(landscape)$value
return(df)

}

e=extent(c(339680.13 , 339780.13 , -4276704 , -4276604))

landscape=crop(Suitable , e)
proj4string(landscape)=CRS("+proj=utm +zone =21 +datum=WGS84")

extent(landscape)=e

MetricsLandscape(landscape)
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MetricsLandscape(landscape) gives 65 landscape metrics for the example one-hectare
section of landscape.

These metrics are then calculated for all one-hectare sections and saved to a csv file.
The file LSMetrics.csv contains genetic indexes and 65 landscape metrics for all one-hectare
squares. To use these variables in a Random Forest model a subset of 19 variables with
pearson correlation below 0.8 was identified with the following R script.
library(caret)
x=LSMetrics [,-(1:2)]
# leave out variables without variation
indi=which(apply(x, 2, sd)!=0)
x=x[,indi]
corr_matrix=cor(x)
highCorr=findCorrelation(x=corr_matrix , cutoff =0.8)
cm=cor(x[,-highCorr ])
#get the names of uncorrelated variables
colnames(cm)

With the subset of uncorrelated variables we trained a Random Forest model to pre-
dict the genetic indexes and evaluate how different landscape metrics contribute to the
predictions of the model using shapley values. We illustrate the procedure for mAlleles.

Python code Random Forest model

import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from sklearn import preprocessing
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestRegressor
import seaborn as sbn

df = pd.read_csv(’LSMetrics.csv’)

# Landscape metrics with pairwise corrleation below 0.8

vars = ["lsm_l_area_mn", "lsm_l_area_sd", "lsm_l_cai_cv", "lsm_l_circle_mn"
, "lsm_l_circle_sd", "lsm_l_cohesion", "lsm_l_contig_cv",

"lsm_l_contig_sd", "lsm_l_dcad" , "lsm_l_dcore_cv", "lsm_l_enn_cv
", "lsm_l_enn_mn", "lsm_l_frac_sd", "lsm_l_gyrate_cv",

"lsm_l_lpi" , "lsm_l_mutinf", "lsm_l_pafrac", "
lsm_l_shape_cv", "lsm_l_shape_mn"]

X = df[vars]

# The target variable is ’MAlleles ’
Y = df[’MAlleles ’]

np.random.seed (0)
# Split the data into train and test data:
X_train , X_test , Y_train , Y_test = train_test_split(X, Y, test_size = 0.3)

model = RandomForestRegressor(max_depth =100, random_state =0, n_estimators
=10000)

model.fit(X_train , Y_train)

This provides a r2=0.968 for the validation dataset. To get a hint of how the landscape
variables contribute to the prediction of mAlleles we use shapley values.
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Python code for Shapley values

import shap
shap_values = shap.TreeExplainer(model).shap_values(X)
vals= np.abs(shap_values).mean (0)

Shapley values are now available in shap_values and the contribution of landscape
variables are in vals. Shapley plots to inspect the contributions can be obtained using
shap.dependence_plot() ; for example:
shap.dependence_plot("lsm_l_shape_cv", shap_values , X)

Transfer of predictions to the whole study area

The weights of the CNN model saved in modelFst_.h5 (see above) can be loaded and used
to predict the spatial distribution of FST values in the study area. This is straightforward
with model.predict() in keras. Loading the jpg image of the study area (or other areas for
that matter) we can get predictions for different one-hectare cuts.
model.load_weights(’modelFst_.h5’)
from matplotlib import image
from matplotlib import pyplot

# load image as pixel array
image = image.imread(’area.jpg’)

# random xy cells of the image
xl=np.random.randint (117, image.shape [0] -117)
xu=xl+117
yl=np.random.randint (117, image.shape [1] -117)
yu=yl+117

# get a random 117 by 117 crop of the image
imgc=image[xl:xu ,yl:yu ,:]
# display the array of pixels as an image
pyplot.imshow(imgc)
pyplot.show()

x_array=imgc /255

print(model.predict(x_array.reshape ((1 ,117 ,117 ,3))))
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Table S2: Landscape metrics used to characterize the distribution of suitable habitat in
Ctenomys australis. A full description for the metrics and their equations is available at
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/landscapemetrics.

Metric name Type of metric

area_cv area and edge metric
area_mn area and edge metric
area_sd area and edge metric
ed area and edge metric
gyrate_cv area and edge metric
gyrate_mn area and edge metric
gyrate_sd area and edge metric
lpi area and edge metric
ta area and edge metric
te area and edge metric
cai_cv core area metric
cai_mn core area metric
cai_sd core area metric
core_cv core area metric
core_mn core area metric
core_sd core area metric
dcad core area metric
dcore_cv core area metric
dcore_mn core area metric
dcore_sd core area metric
ndca core area metric
tca core area metric
circle_cv shape metric
circle_mn shape metric
circle_sd shape metric
contig_cv shape metric
contig_mn shape metric
contig_sd shape metric
frac_cv shape metric
frac_mn shape metric
frac_sd shape metric
pafrac shape metric
para_cv shape metric
para_mn shape metric
para_sd shape metric
shape_cv shape metric
shape_mn shape metric
shape_sd shape metric
ai aggregation metric
cohesion aggregation metric
contag aggregation metric
division aggregation metric
enn_cv aggregation metric
enn_mn aggregation metric
enn_sd aggregation metric
iji aggregation metric
lsi aggregation metric
mesh aggregation metric
np aggregation metric
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Table S2: Continued.

Metric name Type of metric

pd aggregation metric
pladj aggregation metric
split aggregation metric
condent complexity metric
ent complexity metric
joinent complexity metric
mutinf complexity metric
msidi diversity metric
msiei diversity metric
pr diversity metric
prd diversity metric
rpr diversity metric
shdi diversity metric
shei diversity metric
sidi diversity metric
siei diversity metric
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